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It goes without saying, that the last three years have been difficult
and challenging for most all of us. Here at the Upper Valley Food
Coop, we have done our best to meet those challenges in the retail
environment, managing to survive the onslaught of pandemic. rising
inflation and, recently, extremes in the weather.

Through all of this, our customers have stood alongside us. Not only
with their patronage, but with words of encouragement and thanks.

This support has been crucial to our store and the real reason we
are still standing after the aforementioned tests of time. As produce
manager, I cannot tell you how much I appreciate you guys. A catch
phrase I use with a vast majority of customers when I see them in the
store is:  "Thanks for coming in," My comment is a reflection of the
way I feel, and I know that sentiment extends from our General
Management Team as well as all the staff here at the Upper Valley
Food Coop.

In closing, please never forget how appreciated you all are. We are
here now and will continue to be here in the future, and it's all
because of our wonderful, thoughtful and supportive customers.
Bless you all.

THE GM SEARCH IS UNDERWAY!
BY TINA BARNEY, GM SEARCH COMMITTEE MEMBER

This week we have begun posting the GM job in multiple outlets. We
have polled the employees and the Board for what they feel we
should consider most important as we review applications, and this
week it's the membership's turn to identify priorities for candidates,
as well as let us know the challenges you foresee our next GM
needing to manage.
 

You can see our job description and job posting on our website:
www.uppervalleyfood.coop/employment
 

The member survey is available on paper near the checkout at the
store, and online at: https://tinyurl.com/uvfcsearchinput

https://tinyurl.com/uvfcsearchinput

